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TANDEM ACCELERATOR

General Performance:

The overall tandem accelerator performance has improved during

the past year but because of reduced budget and personnel we could not

always operate the tandem on a 24-hour, 7-day week schedule.  Because of

less machine maintenance we have logged - almost as many net hours of

tandem operation. as last year, 6275 hours vs. 6470 hours.

Pelletron Chain:

The pelletron chain performance improved substantially.  In part

the improvement results from the new higher value column resistors which

permit us to stay well below the maxilmm chain current. After 17,000 hours

of operation we finally replaced a pelletron chain because wear in the joi
nts

was excessive.

Accelerating Tubes:

The new HETA design stainless steel accelerating tubes have not

yet been installed because they were damaged in shipment and had to be re-

turned for repair.  We expect to install them some time this fall.  Meanwhile

the old inclined field tubes have performed well.  The low energy tube has

- 20,000 hours and conditions to > 6.5 MV on demand though recently it shows

sympthms of excessive radiation characteristic of a bad glass section.  The

high energy   tube  with  only  half the number of hours   had  a b ad section which

had to be shorted out over a year ago (see last year's report).  This tube

also conditions to > 6.5 MV on demand.

Miscellaneous items:

During the past year the vacuum interlock and power facilities on

the tandem have been standardized and upgraded to provide more reliable op-

eration and protection.  We hope further to reduce down·time by the resultant

easier diagnosis, repair and maintenance operations.  These changes will be
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increasingly important toward achieving the efficient (i.e. low 
overhead)

operation necessary for a smaller staff and budget.

COMPUTER

As in previous years the DDP-124 continues to provide reliable

and inexpensive on-line and off-line interactive data acquisition 
and

processing for a wide range of experiments.  Machine perform
ance has been

excellent but the printer and card reader (which were not replaced after 
the

bombing) are beginning to shaw signs of old age.  Mechanical
 and electrical

maintenance of the printer consumed over two man-months of time
.  A fault

in the printer buffer was bypassed  with a modification  of the software handler.

During the year an additional disc, acquired from a bankrupt com-

puter company, was added to the system.  The on-line teletype, long a sou
rce

of trouble, was replaced with a CRT terminal of advanced design.  Soon an

additional 8K of core memory will be added.  This new core is modular, in-

expensive Datacraft type DC-38.  The memory controller is designed to per
mit

replacement of Honeywell memory units (we have had two failures in five ye
ars)

with additional Datacraft modules.

Improvements to the operating system this year include implemen-

tation of FORTRAN prbcessing of list-mode data accumulation and developm
ent

of a systems generator which permits straightforward adaptation of the op-

erating system to core limits and device availability.  A large fra
ction of

a new system which will incorporate user program overlaying and an environ-

mental interaction processor has been written.

PROGRESS REPORTS OF THE RESEARCH GROUPS

Activities of the group of W. Haeberli

1.  The tensor analyzing power in sub-Coulomb stripping 
reactions is ex-

pected to arise solely from the deuteron D-state.  All th
ree tensor an-
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209alyzing powers in 208Pb(d,p)   Pb at 9 MeV have been measured and analyzed

by a DWBA calculation which includes the deuteron D-state.  Excellent aggree-

ment is obtained, using only one adjustable parameter (asymptotic D- to S-

ratio).

2.  In cooperation with Quin's group the reactions 58Ni(d,n) and 60Ni(d,n)

were studied with the pulsed polarized beam. The cross sections and analyzing

powers are similar to the corresponding (d,p)-reactions and in reasonable

agreement with DWBA theory.

3.  Measurements on tensor analyzing powers in deuteron stripping reactions

have continued.  The effect of compound-nucleus contributions have been studied

in an effort to explain discrepancies with DWBA theory.

4.  Studies of the spin-dependence in deuteron-nucleus elastic scattering have

continued.  Comparison to predictions of the folding model suggest a much

larger diffuseness of the spin-orbit term than had been assumed previously.

5.  Two coupled-channel codes (JUPITER and CHUCK) were adapted for use on our

1110 computer and were modified to calculate polarization parameters.  A pro-

gram was written to calculate compound nucleus contributions to vector and

tensor analyzing powers.

6.  To provide absolute calibrations of proton polarization, points where the
12

analyzing power is exactly 100% have been located in p-a and in p-  C scattering.

7.  In a joint experiment with the Berkeley 88" cyclotron group, the deuteron

12      12
vector analyzing power of C(d,d)  C was studied to provide a polarization

standard for 20-30 MeV deuterons.

8.  Apparatus to study the production of polarized negative ions by crossing

beams of polarized hydrogen atoms and negative deuterium ions has been con-

structed in collaboration with Prof. Anderson.
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Activities of the group of P.A. Quin

Nuclear Structure Studies:

48   12            57

1.  In cooperation with Professor Haeberli's group the   Cu(  C, 3n yy...)  Fe

57
reaction has been used to populate states in Fe and to search for the

existence of high-spin, high-excitation rotational bands.  Some new tran-

sitions to low-lying bands have been observed and complete analysis of y-y
,

coincidence data is underway.

2.  Our study of (J,a) reactions continues.  We now have measurements on

58-      90-Ni and Zr targets including excitation functions from which we can de-

termine those transitions which proceed by a direct reaction
.  The two-nucleon

transfer code DWUCK II is being used to analyze our results
.  We find con-

siderable sensitivity to the a-particle potential and only slight sensitiv
ity

to the two-nucleon j-j coupling configuration.

3.  Our study of single particle transitions on even-A 2
sld shell nuclei

has been concluded with measurements of the 22Ne(J,p)23Ne reaction.  A to
tal

of five new spin assignments were made to levels in 23 Ie.

Neutron Studies:

1.  We have made precision measurements of the 6Li(n,aT) total cross
 section

for neutron energies between 3 and 10 MeV.  Our results are in general agr
ee-

ment With the Pendlebury evaluation but do not agree with the most recent

measurements.  We are presently attempting to extract angular distributi
ons

and the 6Li(n,da)n·cross sections from our data.

2.  We have measured the 23Na(n,p)23Ne and 23Na(n,a)2OF cross sections for

7 to 10 MeV neutron energy.

3.  A precise measurement of the 4He(n,4He)n differential cross section near

7 MeV neutron energy is underway.  Earlier measurements are not c
ompatible with

the LASL five-nucleon R-matrix calculations.
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4.  The 12£(J,n) 13N and 12C(J,A) 13N reactions are being studied in the 5

to 10 MeV deuteron ralige wliere considerable resonance structure has been

observed.  Forward angle cross sections and vector analyzing powers have

been measured.

5.    The  211(P,n) 2p reaction  has been measured in collaboration with  the  Uni-

versity of Washington in Seattle.  Analysis of the data has just begun,

but over part of the angular range the analyzing power is as large as 0.05.

The Amado model predicts an analyzing power of zero.

Activities of the group of H.T. Richards

1.       The   14N (a, all 14N(T=1) study has almost been completed.  We now have ex-

tensive differential cross section measurements (11 to 16 angles) in 20 to

30 keV steps between 7.6 <E  < 16.9 MeV and have parametrized these dataa

in terms of 151 isospin-mixed states of F.  The parametrization fixes the18

18

J1, ER' r,  IS(ER) land the phase information for these states.  When the   F
16excitation·energies overlap our:earlier 0(d,al)14N(T=l) study,·many agree-

18
ments on F state parameters occur.  A number of the states are analogues

18                  14
to   0 states seen via C+a scattering, though in some cases the analogue

strength seems divided among a cluster of nearby F levels.
18

The analysis of the data involved dealing with the complex zeros of the scat-

tering amplitudes.  Certain regularities in the trajectories of these com-
h

plex zeros as a function of energy appear. In particular for the "physical"

solution, (in contrast'to the other ambiguous solutions), the position of  

all complex zero tend to rotate in the same sense in the complex plane as the

energy increases.  A computer simulation where the resonances were arbitrary

showed the same characteristics.

For several sets of resonances, there are marked correlations between the

L
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complex amplitudes of nearby F states.  These correlations are of the
'

18

16
type reported earlier  by  us   for   the 0 (d,al)14N (T=1)   data and interpreted

by Friedman in terms of bridge states and intermediate structure [Phys. R
ev.

Lett. 30, 394 (1973)].  This work constituted the Ph.D. thesis of Lily Chen.

One of Friedman's theory students is looking into the intermediate struct
ure

questions in more detail.

2.  The -14N(a,Y)18F data taking has been completed together with excitation

functions for 14N(a,Pi)170 and 14N(a,a ).   The data now
are undergoing an-

alysis; there is a suggestion of intermediate structure in the (
a,Pl) channel

data.  Prof. T. Piza of the University of Sao Paulo, Brasil, is helping

L.C. Boueres with the analysis.

16
3.  Most of the data on the   0(a,y)29Ne (together with some relevant

16       16
0(a,a )  0 cross sections) are now in hand and the analysis is underway.

18                 16       14
4.  The unnatural parity states of   F: The reaction 0(d,a2) N(4.193 MeV)

leaves 14N in an 0- state. Hence only unnatural parity states of the compound

nucleus can contribute.  We have studied this reaction over the excitation

18
range (12.8 < Ex(  F < 13.8).  Detector limitations fixed the lower energy

range and complications in the analysis (high partial waves) determined the

upper limit.  To achieve an unambiguous S matrix analysis we also needed
 cross

section measurements for vector and tensor polarized deuterons.  Thes
e have

also been taken though in coarser energy steps since the polarized beams 
are

small compared to the unpolarized.  Preliminary results on the analysis in-

dicate that we can none-the-less achieve a unique parametrization of the

18
differential cross sections in terms   of the unnatural parity states   of        F.

5.   Double Spin and Isospin Flip Scattering:  · (14N + 14N + 14 1(2.31 + 14N(2.31) .

Although considerable effort was spent on this project, the cross sectio
ns are

so low that with our reduced personnel, this project had to be aban
doned.
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14 10- 10
6.  Heavy Ion Reactions: N C   -B,      B) 14N). The elastic scattering   data

has been partially analyzed, but this project too has suffered from lack

of personnel.

7.  Ion Source Developments:  The continuously displayed emittance measuring

system described in last year's report has been improved and used as a valu-

able diagnostic tool in our ion source program.  We quickly found that our

He  source had relatively poor emittance compared to our H-, D-, and heavy

ion sources.  In fact it was comparable to the tandem acceptance.  This re-

sult is consistent with the poor transmission of helium beams which we some-

+

time experience.  We traced the poor emittance to the RF source of He  ions

(before the cesium charge exchange cell) . We currently are testing a locally

designed PIG source with axial extraction of the He  which source has con-

siderably better emittance and total current than the RF source.

We also note that our sputter PIG source described in last year's report has

much better emittance than the U.N.I.S. source (which employs sputtering

by a Cs  beam from a surface ionization source), and in the commercial ver-

sion is widely used though some tandems do report poor transmission through

the machine.

Collaborations with Nuclear Engineering and Medical Physics:  An ultra high

vacuum target chamber (built chiefly by Nuclear Engineering) has now been

installed  on the Tandem for simulation' of fast neutron damage in reactors.

Our sputter PIG source provides the heavy negative ions which after accel-

eration bombard the samples in the target chamber.  The rest of the program

involves entirely nuclear engineering funds and personnel.  The medical physics

collaboration has involved only machine time as our contribution.  An on-line

chemical processing station is located in the tandem vault and many capillary

tubes carry the short lived isotopes through the University heating tunnel to

the medical laboratories some 400 meters away.
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Burrows, Thomas W.
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Phys. Rev. Cf (1973) 1173

Jolivette, P.L.
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Phys. Rev. C  (1973) 1230

Knutson, L.D., E.J. Stephenson and W. Haeberli

A Classical Description of the Deuteron D-state Effects in Sub-Coulomb (d,
p) Reactions
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Compound-Nucleus and Deuteron D-State Effects Observed in the T20 Analyzing

Power of (d,p) Reactions
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Smith, H. Vernon, Jr.
40Ca(d,a)38K and-Isospin

Nucl. Phys. A224 (1974) 561

Thomson, J.A.
Structure   of 57Fe Studied  with   5 6 Fe (3,p) 5 7Fe Reactions
Nucl. Phys. A227 (1974) 485

Weaver, K.A., J.D. Anderson, H.H. Barschall and J.C. Davis

Neutron Spectra from Deuteron Bombardment of D, Li, Be, and C

Nuclear Science and Engineering 52 (1973) 35

Weaver, K.A., J.D. Anderson, H.H. Barschall and J.C. Davis
Neutrons from the Bombardment of Beryllium by Deuterons

Phys. Med. Biol. 18 (1973) 64
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PAPERS IN PRESS

Bartle, C.M.
The Total Cross Section for the GLi(n,alt Reaction between 2 and 10 MeV

Nuclear Physics

Bartle, C.M.
A Method for Pulse-shape-discrimination  in NaI (Tl)
Nucl. Instr. 6 Meth.

Bartle, C.M. and P.A. Quin
The Production of' a 2-10 MeV Collimated Monoenergetic Neutron Beam of
Known Flux using the Associated Particle Technique
Nucl. Instr. 8 Meth.

Billen, J.H.
Continuously Displayed Emittance Measurements
Rev. of Scientific Instruments

Borchers, R.R.
On-line Computers in Nuclear Research

Nuclear Spectroscopy II -- Academic Press

Cleary, T. and H.0. Meyer
A Convenient Polarization Standard for 7.3 MeV Protons

Nucl. Instr. 6 Meth.

Haeberli, W.
Direct Interactions -- Elastic Scattering and Optical Model; Transfer Reactions
Proc. of the Symp. on Nuclear Polarization Physics

Haeberli, W.
Polarized Beams
Nuclear Spectroscopy II -- Academic Press

Jones, D.T.L. and C.M. Bartle
Neutrons from the 2 MeV Deuteron Bombardment of Thick 7Li Targets

Nucl. Instr. 6 Meth.

Knutson, L.D. and W. Haeberli
A Study of the Spin-Dependent Potentials for Deuteron-Nucleus Scattering
Nucl. Phys.

Knutson, L., J. Thomson and H.0. Meyer
Deuteron D-state Effects for the Reactions 117Sn(A,p)118Sn and 119Sn(A,p)120Sn

Nucl. Phys.

Knutson, L.D. and W. Haeberli
Probing the Deuteron Wave Function with Sub-Coulomb (d,p) Reactions

Submitted as a Letter to Phys. Rev. Lett.

Kocher, D.C. and W. Haeberli
Vector Analyzing Power and Cross Section for (A,p) Reactions on 53(r, 57Fe,

117Sn and 119Sn

Nucl. Phys.

Lohr, J.M. and W. Haeberli
Elastic Scattering of 9-13 MeV Vector Polarized Deuterons
Nucl. Phys.
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Quin, P.A. and J.A. Thomson
Investigation of the 51V(d,no) 52Cr Reaction with Polarize

d Deuterons

Nucl. Phys.

Roney, W.M., D.W. Gebbie and R.R. Borchers
Gyromagnetic Ratios of Excited States in 123,125Te

Nucl. Phys.

Vigdor, S.E. and W. Haeberli
Study of the Reactions 118Sn(J,t) and 98 10(A,t):I. Spectroscopy of
117Sn and 97Mo

Nucl. Phys.

Vigdor, S.E.
Study of the Reactions 118Sn(&,t) and 98Mo(J,t):II.  Interpre

tation of the

4 = 0 Results
Nucl. Phys.

Wilson, Stephen J.
108(a,no)13N and 108(a,pi)13C for 2 < Ea < 8 MeV
Phys. Rev. C

PAPERS PRESENTED AT MEETINGS OF THE AMERICAN PHYSICAL SOCIETY

APS Division of Nuclear Physics, Chicago, Ill. February 1974

Bartle, C.M.
The Cross Section for the GLi(n,a)t Reaction in the MeV Region

BAPS 19 (1974) 111

Hichwa, B.P., L.D. Knutson, P.A. Quin, J.A. Thomson and W.H. Wong

Vector Analyzing Powers of 58Ni(J,n)59Cu
BAPS.19 (1974) 91

APS Division of Nuclear Physics, Washington, D.C. April 1974

Babcock, R.W. and P.A. Quin

Vector Analyzing Power of (A,a) Reactions on 58
Ni at Ed = 12 MeV

BAPS 19 (1974) 478

Bartle, C.M.
Properties of the 6Li(n,a)t Reaction in the MeV Region Determin

ed using

the Associated Particle Technique

BAPS 19 (1974) 507

Chen, J.C.
Unnatural Parity States  of  18F
BAPS 19 (1974) 470

Haeberli, W. (Invited Talk)
The Influence· of the Deuteron D-State on Nuclear Reactions

BAPS 19 (1974) 565
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Hichwa, B.P. and E.J. Stephenson and P.R. Chagnon
Compound Nucleus Effects in 52(r(a,p)55Mn
BAPS 19 (1974) 546

Knutson, L.D., J.A. Thomson and H.0. Mexer
Deuteron D-State Effects for 117,119Sn(d,p)

BAPS 19 (1974) 478

Quin, P.A., J.A. Thomson and R.W. Babcgck
Study of Levels in 22Ne with the 21Ne(d,p)22Ne Reaction

BAPS 19 (1974) 471

Stephenson, E.J. and W. Haeberli
Tensor Analyzing Powers in 46Ti(d,p)47Ti and 52(r(d,p)53(r

BAPS 19 (1974) 523

Thomson, J.A.
Spin-Parity Assignments in 69Zn

BAPS 19 (1974) 449

Wong, W.H. and P.A. Quin
A Study on the 22Ne(d,p)23Ne Reaction using 12 MeV Polarized Deuterons

BAPS 19 (1974) 471

APS Division of Nuclear Physics, Salt Lake City, June 1974

Steck, D.J.

20Ne States seen via 160(a,Yi)20Ne
BAPS 19 (1974) 643

APS Division of. Nuclear Physics, Pittsburgh, Pa., October. 1974

Bartle, C.M.
Accurate Measurements of the (n,p) and (n,a) Reaction Cross Sections of

23Na between 5.5 and 8.5 MeV
BAPS

Hickwa, B.P. and L.D. Knutson
Tensor Analyzing Powers and D-State Effects for (3,t) Reactions

BAPS

Murphy, B.D. and David Benson
Search for Alpha Clustering in 20Ne
BAPS

PAPERS PRESENTED AT OTHER MEETINGS

Conference on High Energy Physics with Polarized Beams, Argonne National
Laboratory, July 1974

Haeberli, W.
Polarization Experiments in Nuclear Physics
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Sympos ium on Nuclear Polarization Physics, Ebermannstadt, Germany, October   1973

Haeberli, W.
Direct Interactions -- Elastic Scattering and the Optical Model Transfer Reactions

Symposium on Ion Sources and Fonmation of Ion Beams, Berkeley, Cal., October 1974

Billen, J.H.
Continuously Displayed Emittance Measurements

Smith, H. Vernon, Jr. and H.T. Richards
A Sputter PIG Source (SPIGS) for Negative Ions

Ph.D. Theses

Chen, Lily Ching-Chun
The Isospin Forbidden 14N(a,al)14N(2.31) Reaction

Knutson, Lynn D.
Effects of the Deuteron D-state in Sub-Coulomb Elastic Scattering (d,p) Reactions

Master's Thesis

Das, Rina         .,
A Study of the Vector Analyzing Power and Cross Section for 24Mg (3,p) 25Mg
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